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Option A 

 
Respondent Live in Middle School Zone What are your thoughts regarding Option A? 

Pikesville Middle The best course of action for the study. 

Deer Park Middle Magnet 
We need new middle schools built. It shouldn’t be one middle school in each 
region compared to multiple ES and Highschool. 

Deer Park Middle Magnet 

There is a limited number of Middle&High Schools in this area. The current 
option appears to increase an already overcrowded Middle/High Schools. 
This increases violence&decreases a learning environme 

Northwest Academy 
DPMMS is overcrowded but the lack of diversity amongst the middle schools 
is just as concerning and should be addressed in this study please. 

Deer Park Middle Magnet 
I would like Deer Park Middle Magnet School to be extended into the green, 
aside from that I am in favor. 

Deer Park Middle Magnet For our household franklin middle is closer than deer park 
Deer Park Middle Magnet I think it's a great idea that Randallstown is redirected to other schools. 
Deer Park Middle Magnet None 
Deer Park Middle Magnet Deer park is overcrowded 
Deer Park Middle Magnet Option A decreases the over all student enrollment at DPMMS the least. 

Northwest Academy 
I do not agree with Option A because it divides already existing 
neighborhoods and it does not make sense to me. 

Franklin Middle I don't want more enrollment at Franklin. 
Northwest Academy I don't understand what the 'options' are telling me 

Franklin Middle 
Overcrowding is not being addressed.  Too many students, especially at 
Franklin Middle. 

Franklin Middle How will you know that this is a good option long term? 

Deer Park Middle Magnet 
It appears my child would have to leave the Deer Park Magnet Program and 
commute twice as far to a school with no Magnet Program. 

Franklin Middle 

This leaves more schools overcrowded. The capacity numbers do not reflect 
the limited number of staff or age of buildings. This will leave all the 
buildings feeling more overcrowded. 

Northwest Academy 
Impacts Northwest Academy the same. Obviously, a new middle school is 
needed for the Owings Mills/New Town area. 

Northwest Academy 

NAHS that has depleated "emotional" among other resources that impact 
students and teachers.NAHS, a near title one school with known behavior 
problems & under staffed. Adding students doesn't solve it 

Northwest Academy 
Another middle school is needed.  This does not fix the overall problem with 
overcrowding. 

Other (Please specify):Ridgely Middle 
It seems fair, considering the population and the magnet program seats 
needed at some schools 

Northwest Academy 

It will be good for long term enrollment as well... All of the schools are 
overcrowded.  Shifting will only cause more mental issues, stress and upset 
the, already in place, transportation situation. 

Pikesville Middle 
I have no idea what the options are. This is confusing. Can you state the 
options clearly somewhere? 

Pikesville Middle They all suck. Build a new school. 
Deer Park Middle Magnet I think the schools are over crowded this would help 
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Respondent Live in Middle School Zone What are your thoughts regarding Option A? 

Deer Park Middle Magnet 

Along with not addressing overcrowding., this does not address the long term 
education concern. There needs to be a “big picture” overhaul. More changes 
will need to be made if this is implemented. 

Pikesville Middle It does not seem like much changed. A small number of people affected. 

Windsor Mill Middle 

It is important to maintain the feeder school diversity and also continuity of 
the community; all the while socializing students in a fashion that allows 
them to collaborate and expand their environ 

Pikesville Middle 

I could not locate my street on the map.  
so long as my child remains  in the zone so I am pleased with her staying 
there although I could not locate my street on the map. 

Deer Park Middle Magnet Northwest Academy is too far from students' primary residences. 
Windsor Mill Middle Keep as is. No boundary updates 

Northwest Academy 
I am not sure where they will put more students in classes at northwest 
academy, classes in specials are already 35-40 per class. 

Franklin Middle The county needs to be build a new middle school for the Owings Mills area. 
Pikesville Middle The number does not decrease as many students as it could. 
Franklin Middle The boundaries should be equally split. 
Deer Park Middle Magnet Option A does not create enough diversity in population. 

Pikesville Middle 
It's not fair for those already going to Pikesville Middle which is already 
pretty crowded. 

Windsor Mill Middle Relieves overcrowding and boundary could limit transportation travel. 

Deer Park Middle Magnet 
Option A provides some relief to DPMMS, however it is a short term fix as all 
schools will quickly Exceed enrollment in 2/3 years 

Other (Please specify):I'd prefer not to say 

My classes with the exception of my FALS and Magnet students are all 30+ 
students.  For truly effective education, I believe that students need smaller 
class sizes for more individualized instruction. 

Other (Please specify):Out of county 
This is not a big change for our school population as is and will not affect our 
transportation or community. 

Deer Park Middle Magnet Doesn't address overcrowding enough. 
Franklin Middle still neutral 
Deer Park Middle Magnet Diversity and over crowding 
Deer Park Middle Magnet Diversity and overcrowding 
Deer Park Middle Magnet Does not significantly decrease the student population 

Franklin Middle 
Build a new Middle school in the deer park area like you as promised when 
you built Lyons Mill Elementary. 

Deer Park Middle Magnet 
I think Option A seems the most equitable regarding numbers of students 
regarding enrollment. 

Deer Park Middle Magnet I have no thoughts on the options 
Deer Park Middle Magnet No change in current numbers 

Other (Please specify):teacher at NAHS 

Will there be more staffing for Northwest Academy of Health Sciences? I 
currently have classes with 36 and 35 students and no aide for students who 
typically learn in classes of 5 with two adults. 

Northwest Academy 
I believe that this should be a last option for my child because of her long term 
goals which doesn’t include science. 

Pikesville Middle Like that it is the same feeder schools to Pikesville Middle School 
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Respondent Live in Middle School Zone What are your thoughts regarding Option A? 

Northwest Academy 

Northwest Academy will be at almost 100%. While there is capacity at the 
school, the number of students that are being moved (278) will stretch the 
school resources and cause overcrowding. 

Deer Park Middle Magnet Northwest is significantly further away from our home than DPMMS 

Other (Please specify):Baltimore City 

To increase stability by reducing the pressures on teacher to reach students. 
When you are above 25 per class. That works out to less than 2 min/student 
in a 90 min class after explicit instruction. 

Deer Park Middle Magnet 

I think more students in the Pikesville middle area should be able to attend 
northwest academy and more students in the Randallstown area should 
attend Windsor mill middle. 

Franklin Middle 
This will still have a larger number of students at Deer Park Middle without 
the space to best serve them. 

Deer Park Middle Magnet All of the 3 options look the same. 
 

Option B 
 

Respondent Live in Middle School Zone What are your thoughts regarding Option B? 

Pikesville Middle It helps but the best option is A. 
Deer Park Middle Magnet It forces Deer Park students to attend New Town as their zoned school. 

Northwest Academy 

It's hard to tell the differences between the maps with how this survey is 
setup.  I have to click "back" and "next" several times to compare the maps 
and stats. Please change format and resend. 

Deer Park Middle Magnet I am opposed. 
Deer Park Middle Magnet Franklin middle is closer 
Deer Park Middle Magnet Option B has less students from Owings mills.  It is a great option. 
Deer Park Middle Magnet None 
Deer Park Middle Magnet Create another middle school to adress overcrowding, and enable continuity. 

Deer Park Middle Magnet 

Option B decreases overall student enrollment theist at DPMMS. Option B 
also keeps the overall neighborhood continuity somewhat stable, at least more 
so than the other options. 

Franklin Middle Same 
Northwest Academy I don't see any big difference between this one and the first one 
Franklin Middle Overcrowding.  Too many students at Franklin Middle. 

Deer Park Middle Magnet 
The fate of students enrolled in the Magnet Programs needs to be further 
addressed in order to make a fair assessment. 

Franklin Middle 
This is the better option, and it seems to alleviate the crowding without 
putting additional stress on the other buildings. 

Northwest Academy 
If the intention is to disrupt the Pikesville community, this is a win! You took 
a problem and spread it around to make other communities suffer. 

Other (Please specify):Ridgely Middle Will resources be redistributed to match the new populations? 

Northwest Academy 

It is stressful enough on all sides in all the areas and aspects.  Things will pan 
out with the neighborhood changes.  Looks like a new building would resolve 
some of the issues. 

Pikesville Middle No idea what the differences between the options are 
Pikesville Middle Build a new school. Taxes already are so high 
Deer Park Middle Magnet N/A 
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Respondent Live in Middle School Zone What are your thoughts regarding Option B? 

Deer Park Middle Magnet 
Same reasoning as option A. Does not address overcrowding and long term 
enrollment. Will lead to additional changes needed in the future. 

Pikesville Middle Still seems like minor changes 

Windsor Mill Middle 
This does not address the overcrowding issue as clearly as Option B and the 
diversity is not as widespread 

Pikesville Middle So long as my street is in the same zone I am fine. 

Deer Park Middle Magnet 
More students who live closer to the boundary for Franklin will be 
redistricted to attend Franklin Middle. 

Northwest Academy 
I am not sure where they will put more students in classes at northwest 
academy, classes in specials are already 35-40 per class. 

Franklin Middle The county needs to build a new middle school for the Owings Mills area. 
Pikesville Middle It does address long term overcrowdedness. 
Franklin Middle Split boundaries equally. 

Deer Park Middle Magnet 
This school is the best for our community. It created an opportunity for 
diversity. 

Deer Park Middle Magnet Option B provides minimal relief. 

Other (Please specify):I'd prefer not to say 
Regardless of the option, the difference of 10 students will not address over 
crowding and large class sizes 

Other (Please specify):Out of county 
This would slightly decrease our school population which would not be a bad 
thing. 

Deer Park Middle Magnet Does not address overcrowding enough. 
Franklin Middle neutral 
Deer Park Middle Magnet Diversity and overcrowding 
Deer Park Middle Magnet diversity and overcrowding 
Deer Park Middle Magnet After time, enrollment will increase. 

Franklin Middle 
Build a new Middle school in the deer park area like you as promised when 
you built Lyons Mill Elementary. 

Deer Park Middle Magnet This option is the most equitable regarding access for diverse students. 
Deer Park Middle Magnet n/a 
Pikesville Middle Like that it maintains same feeders for Pikesville Middle School 

Northwest Academy 

Northwest Academy will be at almost 100%. While there is capacity at the 
school, the number of students that are being moved (278) will stretch the 
school resources and cause overcrowding. 

Deer Park Middle Magnet Northwest is significantly further away from DPMMS 
Other (Please specify):Baltimore City I would not want to increase the pressure but reduce it. 
Deer Park Middle Magnet Same reason I listed for option A 
Deer Park Middle Magnet Ningún comentario 

Franklin Middle 
Once again although this is less students that has been at Deer Park Middle 
but still a lot of students without enough space to best serve them. 
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Option C 
 

Respondent Live in Middle School Zone What are your thoughts regarding Option C? 
Pikesville Middle Same as previously stated for option B. 
Deer Park Middle Magnet It’s no significant difference from option A 

Northwest Academy 

The way this survey is setup, it is not conducive to collecting accurate 
feedback.  Survey bias is introduced with current format. I recommend all 
maps on one slide, all stats on one page. 

Deer Park Middle Magnet I am opposed. 
Deer Park Middle Magnet Franklin is closer 
Deer Park Middle Magnet Appears to be best of three options 

Deer Park Middle Magnet 
Option C splits the volume of children between New Town and Owings mills.  
It had the overall lowest volume of children.  I feel Deer Park deserves it. 

Deer Park Middle Magnet None 

Deer Park Middle Magnet 

I believe Option C is a better choice than Option A, but does not address my 
concerns as well as Option B.  
Over all, I think mintaining neighborhood continuity student diversity and 
minimizing overcr 

Northwest Academy Your map is hard to read. Not user friendly. 
Franklin Middle Same 
Northwest Academy I don't see a huge difference 

Deer Park Middle Magnet 
Concerns about my child leaving the Magnet Programs for a non-magnet 
school. 

Northwest Academy 

You have a temporary problem. Redrawing boundry lines will only cause 
problems in the community. If you redraw lines, you will lose parent and 
upset greater community & its ecosystem. 

Other (Please specify):Ridgely Middle 
What will be done, in terms of resources and equity in the two schools with 
the highest percentage of FARMS students? 

Northwest Academy Not good. 

Pikesville Middle 
No idea what the difference in the options is. Pikesville Middle should be for 
21209 & 21208 residents only 

Pikesville Middle Build a new school. Taxes are so high 
Deer Park Middle Magnet N/A 
Deer Park Middle Magnet Same reasoning as options A & B. 
Pikesville Middle Minor changes. No preference 
Windsor Mill Middle This option makes transportation an issue 

Pikesville Middle 

my street remains in the same zone I am fine although i could not locate my 
street on the map , using a ctrl + F and trying to search it on the  PDF wasn't 
successful 

Deer Park Middle Magnet 
C seems to provide the most relief for Deer Park with minimal changes to 
neighborhood structures/boundaries. 

Northwest Academy 
I am not sure where they will put more students in classes at northwest 
academy, classes in specials are already 35-40 per class. 

Pikesville Middle 
All of the maps change my zone school to the same school, so the various 
options do not affect me any differently 

Franklin Middle The county needs to build a new middle school for the Owings Mills area. 
Pikesville Middle This option also addresses overcrowdedness. 
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Respondent Live in Middle School Zone What are your thoughts regarding Option C? 

Deer Park Middle Magnet C reduces overcrowding the most effectively 

Deer Park Middle Magnet 
This option isn’t the best for our community. The bus route includes a longer 
bus ride for the children in this community. 

Deer Park Middle Magnet 

Of the 3 options Im favor of combining option b and c. A new boundary 
students  in tollgate should be transported to middle school closer to their 
community instead of deer park which is further 

Other (Please specify):I'd prefer not to say See previous 2 responses 
Other (Please specify):Out of county This option would also help address our overcrowding at our school. 
Deer Park Middle Magnet Starts to address overcrowding. 
Franklin Middle neutral 
Deer Park Middle Magnet Decreases class size and students will have more opportunities 
Deer Park Middle Magnet Decreases the class size 
Deer Park Middle Magnet n/a 

Franklin Middle 
Build a new Middle school in the deer park area like you as promised when 
you built Lyons Mill Elementary. 

Deer Park Middle Magnet The one puts too much responsibility on one school, Franklin Middle School. 
Deer Park Middle Magnet N/A 

Other (Please specify):teacher at NAHS 
Class size at Northwest Academy of Health Sciences is already an issue. Will 
there be additional staffing and aides? 

Pikesville Middle Also maintains feeder patterns for Pikesville middle school which is good 

Northwest Academy 

Need to look into readjusting the boundaries lines. Currently the % of 
capacity are out of alignment between Franklin MS and Northwest Academy 
MS. 

Deer Park Middle Magnet Northwest is significantly further away from DPMMS 

Other (Please specify):Baltimore City 
The overload would be too great for the teachers and the students would lose 
contact with the teacher. 

Deer Park Middle Magnet 
Why is there only a small area that would be assigned for northwest 
academy? 

Deer Park Middle Magnet Ningún comentario 

Franklin Middle 

Option C is the best option for Deer Park Middle to have less students. 
However, it seems a better more long-term solution would be building a 
Middle School in Owings Mills where all the expansion is. 
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